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PLUG-IN EQUIPMENT BENEFITS
Plug in refrigeration equipment has all the components 
involved in refrigeration cycle fitted inside the units, thus 
creating lots of advantages.

• Energy efficiency. Plug & Play equipment is fitted with 
effective hermetic compressors excellently operating in 
various temperatures. 

• Environmental friendliness. Up to 80% less refrigerant 
compared to remote systems is required and its leakage 
percent is minimum (0–4%), thus making the system 
‚green‘ and also maintenance cost-effective. 

• Cost-effectiveness. The need for special refrigeration 
room and long copper pipelines is eliminated, guaran-
teeing up to 70% cheaper system installation and en-
suring easy care. 

• Flexibility. Equipment can be easily relocated, new 
equipment can be added at any time without closing 
the store.

• Maximum food safety. Every refrigerator operates as 
a separate unit, therefore failure in one piece of equip-
ment does not affect the others, and potential loss of 
products is minimised. 

• Quicker and cheaper installation. All refrigeration 
components are factory integrated, no need for weld-
ing on site.

• Convenient repairs and component replacement. 
Easy access to all the components of the refrigeration 
equipment.



MULTIDECKS

MULTIDECKS

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may 
not be an exact representation of the product. Please con-
tact our sales department for individual product properties, 
dimensions and technical specifications.
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This large capacity multideck provides an excellent 
presentation for any product put on display. Thanks to 
extensive options of cabinet configurations and accessories, 
Jupiter is an ideal solution 
for each store type and for 
each product range. Balanced 
cool air circulation between 
the shelves ensure perfect 
preservation of merchandise. 
Its powder coated, zinc plated 
metal (1.4 mm thickness) 
construction serves as a 
guaranty for durability. Dual air 
curtains help save energy. Can 
be ordered as an open version 
for a high sales turnover or 
with glass doors focusing on 
energy efficiency. Night blinds 
available for reduced energy 
consumption. The cabinet is 
multiplexable, can be joined 
into rows or form a separate 
island.

JUPITER (GLASS DOORS)

MULTIDECKS



This large capacity multideck provides an excellent 
presentation for any product put on display. Thanks to 
extensive options of cabinet configurations and accessories, 
Jupiter is an ideal solution 
for each store type and for 
each product range. Balanced 
cool air circulation between 
the shelves ensure perfect 
preservation of merchandise. 
Its powder coated, zinc plated 
metal (1.4 mm thickness) 
construction serves as a 
guaranty for durability. Dual air 
curtains help save energy. Can 
be ordered as an open version 
for a high sales turnover or 
with glass doors focusing on 
energy efficiency. Night blinds 
available for reduced energy 
consumption. The cabinet is 
multiplexable, can be joined 
into rows or form a separate 
island.

JUPITER (OPEN)

MULTIDECKS
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Jupiter Roll-In offers high floor 
space utilization. This refrigerated 
multideck modification has a 
large capacity and is able to 
accommodate huge loads. Its 
liftable front panel allows quick 
and easy stocking of products 
when on trolleys or euro pallets. 
It serves as a perfect solution 
for the display of goods that 
undergo frequent rotation, so it 
saves a lot of your time.

JUPITER ROLL-IN 

MULTIDECKS
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The elegant and open ergo-
nomic design of the Jupiter 
Vision provides perfect visibility, 
making products on display 
the main priority of visual 
impact. Its compact canopy 
lighting, panoramic sidewalls 
and cascade shelving (optional) 
guarantee perfect visibility from 
every angle. Optional specific 
construction of shelves with 
boxes provides the best way to 
display fruits and vegetables in a 
vertical approach. Jupiter Vision 
features wide-open display 
area and is also suitable for the 
preservation and display of dairy 
products, prepacked meat and 
delicacies.

JUPITER VISION

MULTIDECKS



This low profile plug-in multideck refrigerator is an eye 
catching, compact solution to display merchandise. Banners 
for branding or promotional campaigns can be installed as 
an option. Its wide temperature range provides for optimal 
storage of dairy products, meat, fruits and vegetables. 
Mercury can be located behind the counter as an additional 
cabinet for storage.

MERCURY

MULTIDECKS



MULTIDECKS ACCESSORIES

Cover panel for end wall Upper mirror

Price holder Hooks

Hooks with price holder “Spider” hooks

Shelf cover Shelf board



MULTIDECKS ACCESSORIES

Wire shelf board Metal shelf divider

Plexiglass fence for shelf Wire fence for shelf

Wire fence for bottom 
deck

Wire divider for bottom 
deck

Wire bottom basket Wire bottom deck



MULTIDECKS ACCESSORIES

Wire bottom deck inclined Night blinds



JUPITER (GLASS DOORS) M
ULTIDECKS



JUPITER (OPEN) M
ULTIDECKS



JUPITER ROLL-IN M
ULTIDECKS



JUPITER VISION M
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SEMI-VERTICALS

SEMI-VERTICALS

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may 
not be an exact representation of the product. Please con-
tact our sales department for individual product properties, 
dimensions and technical specifications.
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The newly designed, elegant Pluton Space self-service 
showcase has a wide and comfortable reach. It provides 
outstandingly clear view of the products thanks to its new 
design frameless bent glass doors, which also feature soft 
closure. Wider display shelves increase load volume by 
15%. Perfect for the display of dairy products, drinks, deli 
products, fruits and vegetables. The cabinet is multiplexable, 
can be joined into rows or form a separate island. Available 
in 5 different basic lengths.

PLUTON SPACE

SEMI-VERTICALS



An autonomically operated Pluton Flower is created for the 
exposition and sale of cut flowers. Cut flowers are one of the 
most short-lived products and must be kept in coolness to 
remain fresh longer. Pluton Flower provides stable optimal 
temperature range +5…+8˚C to preserve them. The stylish 
external lighting accentuates the attraction of the flowers 
and perfectly illuminates them. The wheels with stops give 
the mobility to the refrigerated display cabinet.

PLUTON FLOWER

SEMI-VERTICALS



An autonomically operated semi-vertical Pluton F&V 
presents products in an especially attractive way and is a 
perfect choice for fruit and vegetables in your store. The 
optimal thermal conditions at all points of the refrigerator 
ensure maximum freshness. Pluton F&V features easy access 
for cleaning and service, mobility, a light structure and is 
pleasant to the eye, yet sturdy. Its external lighting perfectly 
enhances the display of goods.

PLUTON F&V

SEMI-VERTICALS



Specially designed to store cut flowers at optimal thermal 
conditions, this small footprint autonomous display cabinet 
can be placed anywhere in the store. A temperature range 
of +4 to +6 °C ensures the longer lasting freshness of cut 
flowers. Its outside lighting enhances the natural colours of 
flowers to attract customers and helps to prompt impulse 
buying.

URANUS FLOWER

SEMI-VERTICALS



This small plug-in display case is an eye catching, compact 
solution to display merchandise in places with limited floor 
space. It is a welcome find when hunting for a quick snack. It 
can be placed in the most crowded shopping areas or next 
to the cashier stations to stimulate impulse purchases.

URANUS

SEMI-VERTICALS



PLUTON SPACE SEM
I-VERTICALS



PLUTON FLOWER SEM
I-VERTICALS



PLUTON F&V SEM
I-VERTICALS



URANUS FLOWER SEM
I-VERTICALS



URANUS SEM
I-VERTICALS
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Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may 
not be an exact representation of the product. Please con-
tact our sales department for individual product properties, 
dimensions and technical specifications.
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This refrigerated counter with its smooth rounded glass 
ensures the perfect display of any kind of fresh food. The 
harmonious and stylish design of the counter accentuates the 
attractiveness of products. Ventilated circulation of chilled 
air provides even cooling. High glass or low glass design 
- according to your needs. Diona S can be multiplexed to 
obtain lines of various lengths. It is an ideal solution for each 
store type, small shop or hypermarket, to put your products 
in the spotlight. A variety of accessories make the counter 
highly customizable to suit all customers requirements.

DIONA S LG

SERVE-OVERS
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This refrigerated counter with its smooth rounded glass 
ensures the perfect display of any kind of fresh food. The 
harmonious and stylish design of the counter accentuates the 
attractiveness of products. Ventilated circulation of chilled 
air provides even cooling. High glass or low glass design 
- according to your needs. Diona S can be multiplexed to 
obtain lines of various lengths. It is an ideal solution for each 
store type, small shop or hypermarket, to put your products 
in the spotlight. A variety of accessories make the counter 
highly customizable to suit all customers requirements.

DIONA S HG

SERVE-OVERS
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The combination of classic cubic design and outstanding 
visibility makes Diona QB serve-over counter an ideal choice 
for any product range. The model provides all the features 
needed every day in a serve-over counter – a wide display 
surface for optimized merchandise placement, and a wide 
range of lighting and accessories. Accurate technological 
solutions guarantee the perfect preservation of food 
products. With  a low glass for self-service.

DIONA QB LG

SERVE-OVERS
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The combination of classic cubic design and outstanding 
visibility makes Diona QB serve-over counter an ideal choice 
for any product range. The model provides all the features 
needed every day in a serve-over counter – a wide display 
surface for optimized merchandise placement, and a wide 
range of lighting and accessories. Accurate technological 
solutions guarantee the perfect preservation of food 
products.

DIONA QB HG

SERVE-OVERS
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The ergonomic and stylish design of this counter was 
created specially for confectionery products. The display 
deck is a drawer system, so you can slide the deck out for 
loading and serving without having to reach deep into the 
cabinet. Suitable for cakes, desserts and pastries. Low glass 
design Diona S Pastry LG for self-service available.

DIONA S PASTRY

SERVE-OVERS
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A cubic design ergonomic and functional serve-over counter 
for patisserie products. It has a wide display surface for 
optimal visibility. With a display deck as a drawer, equipped 
with trays, this model is ideal choice for the display of sweets 
and cakes. Low glass design Diona QB Pastry LG for self-
service available.

DIONA QB PASTRY

SERVE-OVERS
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Diona S Storage is a serve-over counter modification with 
an additional drawer for product storage. It offers additional 
storage capacity within easy reach and provides an optimal 
storage environment for meats, poultry and other products. 
The harmonious and stylish design with smooth rounded 
glass underlines the attractiveness of products displayed.

DIONA S STORAGE

SERVE-OVERS
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A cubic design serve-over counter modification with an 
additional refrigerated drawer, which offers more storage 
space for your products. Drawers seals in cold air, keeping 
temperatures consistent and insuring food safety. Insulated 
thermal-efficient cabinet ensures optimum efficiency and 
preservation.

DIONA QB STORAGE

SERVE-OVERS
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Diona S H1 and H2 models are multi-level self-service 
counters that provide maximum visibility for the products 
displayed at the customers eye level. Available in two heights 
(H1, H2) with two to three display levels and several lenghts, 
this cabinet is an attractive and efficient option for retail 
stores. It is also ergonomic and easy to tidy. Multiplexable 
with other Diona S counters.

DIONA S H1

SERVE-OVERS
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Diona S H1 and H2 models are multi-level self-service 
counters that provide maximum visibility for the products 
displayed at the customers eye level. Available in two heights 
(H1, H2) with two to three display levels and several lenghts, 
this cabinet is an attractive and efficient option for retail 
stores. It is also ergonomic and easy to tidy. Multiplexable 
with other Diona S counters.

DIONA S H2

SERVE-OVERS
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Cubic design Diona QB H1 and H2 multi-level counters for 
convenient shopping. With the additional rows of shelves 
at the eye level of the customer, this self-service counter 
helps display merchandise attractively for your customers. 
Multiplexable with other Diona QB counters. It also 
ensures energy efficiency and guarantees optimum food 
preservation.

DIONA QB H1

SERVE-OVERS
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Cubic design Diona QB H1 and H2 multi-level counters for 
convenient shopping. With the additional rows of shelves 
at the eye level of the customer, this self-service counter 
helps display merchandise attractively for your customers. 
Multiplexable with other Diona QB counters. It also 
ensures energy efficiency and guarantees optimum food 
preservation.

DIONA QB H2

SERVE-OVERS
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Refrigerated serve-over counter with tempered liftable front 
glass for shops and supermarkets, where the style of the 
equipment matches its functionality. The rounded panes 
of tempered glass and tasteful additional colour elements 
provide a pleasant visual effect for the food displayed. 
Vega S is perfect for the display of meat and fresh fish, 
cheese, salads, delicacies and pre-cooked food. It features 
easy access from front and back and has a wide range of 
accessories.

VEGA S

SERVE-OVERS
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The new serve-over counter Vega QB with modern and 
functional design looks great for both large and small area 
shops. Selective glass protects against fogging. Improved 
product technology with built-in evaporator and fan in the 
back of the counter makes it easy to clean and tidy it. Vega 
QB uses reduced evaporator, which results in lower energy 
consumption. This compact serve-over counter is great for 
presenting milk, cheese, fish, meat, pre-cooked food and 
bakery products.

VEGA QB

SERVE-OVERS
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Elisa S is an elegant refrigerated cabinet for upright 
displaying of patisserie products. The model has rear sliding 
glass doors and its stainless steel lower display deck is a 
drawer system, which is convenient to slide out for product 
placement.  Wide lower display surface and 3-level glass 
shelves provide optimal product visibility.  Stylish curved 
shape Elisa S is a great choice for the appetizing display 
of cakes, pies, pastries and other desserts. Suitable for any 
format retail stores, bakery shops and canteens. Can be 
multiplexed.

ELISA S 

SERVE-OVERS
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Elisa QB is an attractive refrigerated bakery and pastry 
display cabinet. Straight glass design, elegant glass shelves 
allow to show products at their best and increase impulse 
purchases. Stylish and practical, Elisa QB is perfect to 
appetizingly display sweets while preserving their freshness. 
It features wide space for product presentation, 4 exhibition 
levels, panoramic glass view, rear sliding glass doors and 
lower display deck with a drawer system for easy access to 
products. Great choice for supermarkets, shopping malls, 
bakery shops and catering industry.

ELISA QB 

SERVE-OVERS
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This is our newest refrigerated serve over counter with an 
additional refrigerated storage capacity with doors from the 
back of the counter. With an enlarged display area, Rhea S 
offers ample space for the display of merchandise, also a 
wide range of accessories. It provides stable temperature 
performance and optimal storage environment for meats, 
poultry, dairy and other products. The harmonious and 
stylish design with smooth rounded glass underlines the 
attractiveness of products displayed and makes Rhea S an 
ideal solution for any store or food market.

RHEA S

SERVE-OVERS



Our new energy efficient plug-in promotional display cabinet 
with sloped positioning and ergonomic access of products 
for convenient customer shopping. Ida is a compact 
selfservice counter, suitable for a wide range of display 
requirements, which can be moved easily and placed in any 
shopping area to stimulate impulse purchases. Providing 
360° visibility, it is great for displaying special promotions or 
product launches.

IDA

SERVE-OVERS



SERVE-OVERS ACCESSORIES

High plexiglass divider Low plexiglass divider

Plastic scale platform Trays of stainless steel

Ice tray Plastic cutting board

Paper roll holder Knives holder



DIONA S LG SERVE-O
VERS



DIONA S HG SERVE-O
VERS



DIONA QB LG SERVE-O
VERS



DIONA QB HG SERVE-O
VERS



DIONA S PASTRY SERVE-O
VERS



DIONA QB PASTRY SERVE-O
VERS



DIONA S STORAGE SERVE-O
VERS



SERVE-O
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DIONA QB STORAGE



SERVE-O
VERS

DIONA S H1



SERVE-O
VERS

DIONA S H2



SERVE-O
VERS

DIONA QB H1



DIONA QB H2 SERVE-O
VERS



VEGA S SERVE-O
VERS



VEGA QB SERVE-O
VERS



SERVE-O
VERS

ELISA S 



ELISA QB SERVE-O
VERS



RHEA S SERVE-O
VERS



IDA SERVE-O
VERS



ACCESSORIES SERVE-O
VERS



FREEZERS

FREEZERS

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may 
not be an exact representation of the product. Please con-
tact our sales department for individual product properties, 
dimensions and technical specifications.
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This low temperature multideck 
cabinet ensures the preservation 
of frozen foods at temperatures of 
18 to -20 ˚C, and -22 to -24 ˚C. The 
temperature is evenly distributed 
throughout all the inner spaces 
between the shelves. Large-sized 
glass panels provide an outstandingly 
clear view of the products even from 
a distance. Anti – condensation foil 
on the internal pane reliably prevents 
any fogging after opening. With 
quite a small footprint, it offers a large 
merchandise display at customers 
eye level. It is a convenient and 
cost effective solution for any type 
of store. Multiplexible with other 
cabinets.

ERIDA

FREEZERS
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This combi vertical freezer 
combines the advantages of 
both, a chest freezer and a freezer 
cabinet. Delta is designed for 
the display of ice-creams and 
frozen produce. It has a large 
loading capacity, wide display, 
non heated triple-glazed doors 
with ergonomic handles, which 
feature high thermal insulation 
and is an energy efficient solution. 
Glass lids on the chest results in 
an extra energy saving. Delta is a 
powerful sales tool for any layout 
supermarket. Wide range of 
accessories and options available. 
Multiplexible with other cabinets.

DELTA

FREEZERS
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This serve-over freezing counter with its smooth rounded 
glass ensures the perfect display of frozen food. Additional 
glass packets help keep products at the right temperature 
and ensure their preservation. High glass or low glass 
design - according to your needs. Diona S Freezer can be 
multiplexed to obtain lines of various lengths. Combined 
with other Diona S range serve-over counters, this freezer is 
an ideal solution for any type of store or food market.

DIONA S FREEZER

FREEZERS
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A cubic design commercial display freezer counter with 
additional glass packs, designed to store and sell frozen 
products. Great for frozen meat, fish and packed frozen 
products. Classic, simple lines and wide display surface 
makes it an ideal choice for any store format. Multiplexible 
device, looks unanimously when used with other Diona QB 
range counters. Stable and reliable performance guarantee 
the perfect preservation of your merchandise.

DIONA QB FREEZER

FREEZERS



ERIDA FREEZERS



DELTA FREEZERS



DIONA S FREEZER FREEZERS



FREEZERS
DIONA QB FREEZER



HEATED
SHOWCASES

HEATED SHOWCASES

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may 
not be an exact representation of the product. Please con-
tact our sales department for individual product properties, 
dimensions and technical specifications.



Whether you operate a fast food restaurant, supermarket 
or hypermarket, Diona Bistro provides all the features and 
performance needed every day in a heated display counter. 
It is great for the appetizing display of various ready-to-eat 
cooked dishes. It features overhead lighting which is used 
for both maintaining heating temperature and lighting. 

Several different models available:

• HDD model with tray heated by thermal plates.

• Hot Dry model in which the heat is provided a heated 
panel from below.

• Bain-Marie model with a heated water bath to keep 
main dishes warm and retain food moisture.

DIONA BISTRO HDD / HOT DRY / HOT BM

HEATED SHOWCASES



Curved shape design heating counter with stainless steel 
panels for ready-to-eat cooked dishes, which brings high 
visibility to products and is sure to increase sales. It is part of 
the Diona S range of food display counters. Diona S Hot Dry 
model is with an integrated infrared lamp above and heated 
panel below. Great for pasta dishes, sauces, soups and other 
pre-cooked foods.

DIONA S HOT DRY

HEATED SHOWCASES



Curved shape design heating counter with stainless steel 
panels for ready-to-eat cooked dishes, which brings high 
visibility to products and is sure to increase sales. It is part of 
the Diona S range of food display counters. Diona S Hot BM 
is a heating counter with a water bath, designed for keeping 
cooked dishes warm while preventing them from drying out. 
Great for sausages, cooked chicken and other meat dishes.

DIONA S HOT BM

HEATED SHOWCASES



A classic cubic design heated counter for the attractive 
display of hot foods. This dry operation Diona QB provides 
all round visibility to customers and focuses attention on 
its content to enhance food sales and maximise profits. 
It is part of the Diona QB range of food display counters. 
Gastronomy containers of the selected depth are provided.

DIONA QB HOT DRY

HEATED SHOWCASES



A classic cubic design wet operation heated counter for the 
attractive display of hot foods. Diona QB provides all round 
visibility to customers and focuses attention on its content 
to enhance food sales and maximise profits. It is part of 
the Diona QB range of food display counters. Gastronomy 
containers of the selected depth are provided.

DIONA QB HOT BM

HEATED SHOWCASES



This heated double vision showcase is designed to short-
term store and display hot meals. Its mirror door system 
enhances the view of the products displayed and creates 
an impression of abundance. Due to the heated panel 
below and infrared heating above, an even temperature is 
maintained throughout the cabinet. A door in the back of 
the counter makes it easy to put foods into and take them 
out of the counter. Gastronomy containers of the selected 
depth are provided.

VEGA S HDV

HEATED SHOWCASES



This modern and functional cubic design serve-over counter 
makes it simple to keep warm foods on display, so that you 
can tempt your customers into buying them. It ensures that 
your hot food is maintained at optimum temperatures while 
providing superior product visibility thanks to its mirrored 
sliding back door.

VEGA QB HDV

HEATED SHOWCASES



Diona QB HDV serves for the display and short-term storage 
of ready-to-eat warm food. It ensures food storage at safe 
serving temperatures while providing the attractive display 
of cooked meals with lighting and a mirrored sliding back 
door. A door in the back of the counter makes it easy to 
put foods into and take them out of the counter. Can be 
multiplexed with Diona QB. Gastronomy containers of 
the selected depth are provided. Dry or wet operation – 
according to your needs.

DIONA QB HDV

HEATED SHOWCASES



DIONA BISTRO HDD / HOT DRY / HOT BM HEATED SHO
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DIONA S HOT DRY HEATED SHO
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VEGA QB HDV HEATED SHO
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KATEGORIJA

Hydroloop glycol system is a cost-effective solution for 
stores, which allows removal of waste heat from the store 
through environmentally-friendly glycol line in summer 
and additional use of the heat for warming up the store 
and water in winter. Your chosen heating system can be 
additionally installed.

Advantages:

• No heat discharge into the store area

• Very small quantity of refrigerant

• Easy installation – saving costs

• No additional room height is needed to secure air flow

• Emitted heat can be used for shop heating

• Easy to integrate with various heating systems.

1. Dry cooler for thermal output in summer 
period.

2. Pump station to ensure glycol circulation in 
closed loop.

3. Hot water tank (optional).

4. Sales area heating (optional).

5. Heat removal via glycol line.

123

4

5

HYDROLOOP GLYCOL SOLUTION

HYDROLOOP GLYCOL SYSTEM

SOLUTIONS

HYDROLOOP
SOLUTION



KATEGORIJA

This environmentally-sustainable solution allows combining 
two different heat removal systems with the possibility to 
switch between the regimes, which guarantee easy use of 
excess heat for store needs. Heat is either emitted directly 
into the store area via air condenser mounted on the unit (in 
winter) or removed via glycol line to the outside (in summer).

Advantages:

• Direct warm air supply to the store area in winter

• Easy to install

• Easy to integrate with various heating systems

• Reliable operation – in case of fault in water circulation, 
heat is removed via air condenser on the top of the 
equipment.

12
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HYDROLOOP HYBRID SOLUTION

SOLUTIONS

HYDROLOOP HYBRID SYSTEM

1. Dry cooler for thermal output in summer 
period.

2. Pump station to ensure glycol circulation in 
closed loop.

3. Hot water tank (optional).
4. Sales area heating (optional).
5. Heat removal via glycol line.
6. Direct heat output into the sales area in 

winter period.
HYDROLOOP

SOLUTION



KATEGORIJA

At FREOR we design customised hydro-agreggates for 
cold rooms which are fitted with compressors and plate 
heat exchangers. The units are intended to maintain the 
temperatures of products stored at cold rooms. It is a 
compact refrigeration system which is connected to the 
same Hydroloop line as other refrigerated display units. It 
can be mounted on the top outside of coldroom with no 
additional space required or placed in the technical room.

Features & benefits:

• Cooling capacity (from 1 to 10 kW)

• Suitable for use with all common refrigerants (R134A, 
R404A, R448A, R450A)

• Compact solution - maximised storage space

• Low noise

• Low power consumption

• Easy installation and maintenance

• Long service life

• Low environmental influence

Main components of hydro-agreggate:
1. Metal case
2. Hermetical Compressor
3. Liquid receiver
4. Heat Exchanger
5. Protective Relays

1

2
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HYDRO-AGREGGATE FOR COLDROOMS

SOLUTIONS



KATEGORIJA

FREOR‘s dual air curtain is a unique airflow management 
system, designed for open and closed multidecks to ensure 
customers comfort and deliver energy savings.

Important facts:

• In FREOR‘s dual air curtain technology, the air for the 
flow is taken from the bottom of the cabinet where the 
temperature is lower (about +6ºC). This ensures mini-
mum energy used to cool down this air to the needed 
temperature for the second loop. 

• The dual airflow is formed using the same fans that are 
used in cooling process. The system does not require 
additional fans to ensure the airflow, resulting in energy 
saving and avoiding extra exploitation costs.

• The system also eliminates the risk of refrigerator inner 
space overheating when manual night blinds are closed 
without switching off the lighting and also the fans.

• In all our JUPITER multidecks dual air curtain is incor-
porated as a standard feature.

FREOR dual air curtain brings lots of benefits:

• No cold air in front of the cabinet – higher sales rate 
as a result  

• Lower energy consumption – energy savings up to 20%

• Improved temperature stability - better food preserva-
tion.

FREOR‘S DUAL AIR CURTAIN

SOLUTIONS

inner air curtain

outer air curtain

1
2



KATEGORIJA

HFC gases are very widely used in the commercial 
refrigeration, but emitted into the environment they deplete 
the ozone layer, contributing to the global warming. The 
indirect effect to global warming comes from greenhouse 
gas emissions from energy consumption.

Green Wave R290 – is the line of advanced plug-in products 
using environmentally-friendly propane gas R290 as the 
refrigerant.

• Environmentally-friendly
 Natural environmentally-friendly refrigerant with the 

global warming potential (GWP) = 3.

• Lower investment costs
 No need for special room for a compressor unit, thus 

saving the shop area.

• Lower electricity consumption costs
 This type of equipment operates under low pressure 

and  is up to 30 % more energy efficient than HFC 
operated.

• Lower installation costs
 Everything is mounted in the factory, thus eliminating 

the need for specialists.

• Simpler and cheaper technical maintenance and 
service

GREEN WAVE R290 PRODUCT LINE

GREEN WAVE R290 - PLUG-IN RANGE

SOLUTIONS
SU

ST

AINABLE CHOICE

G
REEN WAVE LIN

E



HYDROLOOP GLYCOL SOLUTION SO
LUTIO

NS



HYDROLOOP HYBRID SOLUTION SO
LUTIO

NS



HYDRO-AGREGGATE FOR COLDROOMS SO
LUTIO

NS



FREOR’S DUAL AIR CURTAIN SO
LUTIO

NS



PHASE-OUT 
PERIOD

REFRIGERANT
GWP (Global 

Warming 
Potential)

BY 2020 YEAR 3920

BY 2022 YEAR 1430

BY 2022 YEAR 1273

NO TIME 
LIMITS

3

REFRIGERANTS

Ph

ase
-out in EU

TIMELINE OF F-GAS PHASEDOWN

MT - Medium temperature appliance.
LT - Low temperature appliance.

The refrigerants may be changed in compliance with 
international standards. For detailed information please 
contact our Sales Department.

MT, LT

MT, LT

MT, LT

LT

(REF. EU F-GAS REGULATIONS NO. 517/2014)



ICONOGRAPHY

Hot meals

Drinks

Cakes and
bakery

Frozen food

Milk and dairy
products

Fresh fish

Ice cream

Cheese

Fresh meat

Flowers

Ready meals
and salads

Fresh fruit and
vegetables

Ph

ase
-out in EU

HC
R290

HFC
R404A

HFC
R134A

HFC / HFO
R448A

FREOR LT is not affiliated with Chemours or FREON

Energy saving
fan

LED lightingDynamic
cooling

Static cooling

Semi plug-in 
(hydroloop)

Plug-inPromotional



SALES:
E: SALES@FREOR.COM

T: +370 52 32 9188

WWW.FREOR.COM


